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Protective Floor 
Coatings 
Our Quadex® Industrial Division is a formulator of 

high-end coatings focused on the water/waste water 

and protective floor coating markets. We have 26 

years of formulating experience in a wide variety of 

chemistries including epoxy, urethane and polyaspartic. 

At Quadex Industrial, we are constantly testing new 

chemistries to meet our customer’s needs. We offer 

top-notch technical support and training for our 

complete product line in any situation. Our products 

are designed with the applicator in mind. They are 

user-friendly, easy to apply and provide long term, 

maintenance-free protection.
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Flooring Systems

CHIP SYSTEM

K100 - Polyaspartic Clear

Chip Broadcast

E100 Series Color

E100 Series Color

SOLID COLOR EPOXY

K100 - Polyaspartic Clear

K100 Series Color

K100 Series Color

E240 Moisture Mitigation 
Epoxy Primer

METALIC SYSTEM

K100 - Polyaspartic Clear

E100 Clear Epoxy with 
Metallic Additive

E100 Series Black

DECORATIVE CHIP 
SYSTEMS FOR 
RESIDENTIAL

SOLID COLOR SYSTEMS 
FOR COMMERCIAL  
& INDUSTRIAL

METALLIC EPOXY 
SYSTEMS FOR 
RESIDENTIAL &
COMMERCIAL
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DESIGNED & 
FORMULATED

USING ADVANCED 
TECHNOLOGIES

Specialty &  
Floor Coatings
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Quadex® Industrial specialty and floor 

coatings are an extension of our broad range 

of industrial coating products. All of our 

coating technologies are developed and 

formulated inhouse to ensure the highest 
level of durability and performance.

Typical applications include coatings 

to preserve and protect residential, 

commercial, and industrial floors; commercial 

and industrial roofing systems, underground 

piping, trains, buses and other direct-to-

metal applications.

SPECIALTY & FLOOR COATING 
TYPES

• 100% Solids Epoxy Coatings

• Moisture Barrier Coatings

• Water-Based Epoxy Coatings

• Polyaspartic Coatings

• Urethane Coatings

• Rapid Cure Coatings

• Acrylic Roof Coatings  

Specialty &  
Floor Coatings
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SPECIALTY & FLOOR COATINGS

E100
100% SOLIDS EPOXY

E100 is a 100% solids, low viscosity, self-leveling epoxy coating with excellent adhesion to concrete. E100 can be used as 
a concrete sealer or as a topcoat. E100 can be used in chip and metallic systems and is compatible to K100 Aspartaking 
polyaspartic.

E240
MOISTURE BARRIER

E240 is a 100% solids, self-leveling epoxy moisture barrier coating with excellent adhesion to concrete, and a moisture tolerant 
barrier. E240 reduces moisture vapor emission rates up to 25 lbs. per 1,000 sq. ft. per 24 hrs. to less than 3 lbs. It is designed as 
a primer to block moisture that will otherwise cause adhesion failure with urethane systems. E240 is designed to be used with 
K100 Aspartaking polyaspartic and E100 Epoxy Base.

EW1000
WATER-BASED VAPOR BARRIER EPOXY

Vapor Barrier Epoxy reduces or eliminates bubbles caused by out gassing in concrete, and blocks water penetration preventing 
efflorescent. It out performs solvent-based sealer and primers. EW1000 is used in conjunction with the E100 series Epoxy Base.

K100FLEX
POLYASPARTIC

K100FLEX is a low viscosity, high-solids aliphatic polyisocyanate hardener and polyaspartic coating system. K100FLEX is a 
self-leveling system featuring fast cure, excellent adhesion, and high-film build. This system can be used for both decorative and 
protective applications as it exhibits outdoor durability, chemical resistance, skydrol resistance, and light-fastness, as well as 
high gloss and color retention.

PE-21
POLYESTER URETHANE

Polyester Urethane is a high performance, “duel cured” urethane coating that provides extreme durability, excellent chemical 
resistance, and great UV stability.

RC100
RAPID CURE MALINATED POLYESTER/ACRYLATE URETHANE

RC100 is a unique urethane based on “Michael Addition” technology for a long pot-life and a very fast return-to-service. RC100 
can be used as a concrete sealer or as a topcoat for chip, quartz, and metallic systems.

RW2000
ACRYLIC REFLECTIVE WHITE ROOF COATING

RW2000 is an acrylic white reflective roof coating developed for great adhesion to a variety of roofing surfaces including 
asphalt emulsions, felt, bitumen, BUR, and concrete. RW2000 has great bleed through resistance, efflorescence and alkali 
resistance, and great durability.
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GRAFFITI RESISTANT

LONG-TERM PROTECTION

Anti-Graffiti  
Systems
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Quadex® Industrial’s Anti-Graffiti line is 

the leading technology on the market, bar 

none. Using Polyester Urethane technology 

combined with Polyurea technology, our 

main anti-graffiti system has a “duel cured” 

chemistry that gives it the super resistant 
properties, along with incredibly extensive 

protection. This system has been used on 

large big box stores across the globe over 

the last 15 years, and has provided the 

longest possible protection to this market 

segment.

As another option we have a permanent, 

one component, moisture cured anti-graffiti 

coating that goes on to any cementitious 
surface and protects for 5-10 years. This 

product requires no “Graffiti Wash”. Simply 

power wash the graffiti and move on with 

your day.

ANTI-GRAFFITI SYSTEM TYPES

• AG100 Anti-Graffiti Clear Top Coat

• AG200 Anti-Graffiti Pigmented Top 

Coat

• AG250 Anti-Graffiti Shield - 

Moisture Cured

• AG307 Anti-Graffiti Primer

• AG308 Anti-Graffiti Adhesive Bond

• AG400 Graffiti Wash

• AG500 Anti-Graffiti Water Block

Anti-Graffiti Systems
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ANTI- GRAFFITI SYSTEMS

AG100
ANTI - GRAFFITI CLEAR TOP COAT

AG100 is a permanent anti-graffiti clear coat with extreme chemical resistance, durability, and UV resistance. AG100 can be used 
on a wide variety of surfaces from concrete to steel and can last as long as 30 years!

AG200
ANTI - GRAFFITI PIGMENTED TOP COAT

AG200 is the same anti-graffiti system in pigmented versions. We can pigment in any color, allowing you to use this system on 
any job and as a premium paint system.

AG250
ANTI - GRAFFITI SHIELD - MOISTURE CURED

AG250 is a single component, moisture-cured, permanent anti-graffiti coating that offers simple long-term protection. AG250 is 
based on a new type of silicone technology which allows you to simply power wash any graffiti from your cementitious surface.

AG307
ANTI - GRAFFITI PRIMER

AG307 is a water-based acrylic copolymer that is used as a primer for AG100/AG200 to create a pinhole free surface. AG307 
and AG100/200 are vapor permeable.

AG308
ANTI - GRAFFITI ADHESIVE BOND

AG308 is an adhesion promoter for slick, non-porous surfaces to be used as a primer with the AG100/AG200 system. AG308 is a 
single-component, moisture cured coating.

AG400
GRAFFITI WASH

AG400 is a Graffiti Wash used to clean any graffiti from the AG100/AG200 system. AG400 cleans any graffiti without leaving a 
trace while leaving the AG100 system completely intact.

AG500
WATER BLOCK

A VOC compliant, multi-functional, self-cross linking water treatment for concrete, brick, tile, masonry, plaster and similar 
surfaces. AG500 imparts water resistance, retards fungus growth and reduces efflorescence on treated materials.
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PROVEN TO PROTECT

AND BEAUTIFY
Concrete Sealers
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The Quadex® Industrial Sealer line ranges 

from curing compounds to “invisible” 

penetrating sealers. Whether you are 

beautifying your decorative project or 

getting spec’d on a large DOT job, we’ve got 

you covered with the right product and the 

appropriate ASTM specs to back it up.

CONCRETE SEALER TYPES

• Acrylic Sealers

• Acrylic Cure and Seal

• Premium Urethane Sealers

• Penetrating Sealers

• Water-Based Sealers

• VOC Compliant options for 

anywhere in the country

Concrete Sealers
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CONCRETE SEALERS

AM50
ACRYLIC SEALER MODIFIER

AM50 is a unique, proprietary additive for acrylic concrete sealers that adds a reactive chemistry to strengthen and “boost” 
performance to levels never seen before in simple acrylic sealers.

L100
ACRYLIC SEALER, GLOSS FINISH - 100 G/L VOC

L100 is a low VOC acrylic concrete sealer at less than 100 g/L. L100 is designed to protect and beautify concrete, brick, stone, 
and other cementitious surfaces with a gloss finish. L700 is available in a standard VOC formulation.

L100 MATTE
ACRYLIC SEALER, MATTE FINISH - 100 G/L VOC

L100 MATTE is the same acrylic sealer at less than 100 g/L, but in a matte finish. All Quadex Industrial sealers are specially 
formulated to dry slower to avoid “roller webs” and other issues with other low VOC sealers.

L350
ACRYLIC CURE - 350 G/L VOC

L350 is a premium formulated acrylic cure and seal. L350 passes ASTM C1315 and ASTM C309 for curing and sealing concrete. 
With its beautiful gloss finish, L350 doubles as an awesome sealer.

SL40
40% SILANE PENETRATING SEALER

SL40 is a solvent-based silane penetrating sealer for protection on driveways, patios, sidewalks, and other cementitious 
surfaces. While SL100 is used in extreme traffic areas, such as DOT, SL40 is more widely used in nearly every other application 
where long-term protection is needed.

SL100
100% SILANE PENETRATING SEALER

SL100 is a 100% solids, hydrophobic, breathable Silane penetrating sealer that repels water, salt, and other damaging 
substances. SL100 passes the Alberta B388 DOT, Type 1C, which makes it the best option for large projects on freeways, 
bridges, and parking structures. SL101 is available in a Oleophobic formulation.

WL240
WATER-BASED ACRYLIC SEALER, ULTRAL LOW VOC 28 G/L

WL240 is an ultra low VOC, water-based acrylic sealer. With less than 30 g/L in actual VOCs regardless of exemptions, WL240 
is a premium acrylic that can be used anywhere in the world, no matter what regulations are put in place.

WL250
WATER-BASED SILANE/SILICONE PENETRATING SEALER

WL250 is a specially formulated, water-based, silane/silicone penetrating sealer that provides outstanding protection on any 
cementitious surface. WL250 is extremely safe and easy to use while being the best hydrophobic sealer on the market.
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OPTIMAL FLOW

HIGHER VISCOSITY

Metallic Epoxy 
Color Chart
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Colors may very slightly when applied to your surface.

QXM-970

QXM-975

QXM-980

QXM-985

QXM-971

QXM-976

QXM-981

QXM-986

QXM-972

QXM-977

QXM-982

QXM-987

QXM-973

QXM-978

QXM-983

QXM-988

QXM-974

QXM-979

QXM-984

QXM-989

Quadex® Industrial Metallic Epoxy is 

specifically formulated for optimal flow, longer 

working time, and a higher viscosity to hold 

your metallic designs in place is it cures.

FINISHED PRODUCT FEATURES

• Unique marble, glass-like sheen, 
finish

• No acids or dyes

• Easy to mix and apply

• Quality sourced pigments  

Metallic Epoxy  
Color Chart
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